Bella
MBISS GCHS CH BLACKBOOTS PARDON ME BOYZ
Westminster Best of Breed winner
THE AMERICAN
LHASA APSO CLUB
2018 SIRE and DAM
OF THE YEAR

producing an
ALL CHAMPION LITTER,
gaining them
BOTH THEIR
REGISTER of MERIT TITLES!

Rush
BISS GCh. Riverview
Hylan Sho Tru
What’s the Rush

BIS Ch. Hylan
ShoTru Brandy
Cassis

Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Riverview Roc-On
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Dream Date
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Date with Destiny
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Krisna Brandy
Ch. Kutani Private
Number
Ch. Black Boots Up
To Date
Ch. Black Boots Kick
Some Ass
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Date with Destiny
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
I love Lucy
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Looks Like Lucy

Bella
MBISS GCCHS Black
Boots Pardon Me
Boyz

Ch. Black Boots Up
To Date
Ch. Black Boots Kick
Some Ass
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Date with Destiny
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
I love Lucy
Ch. Hylan Sho Tru
Looks Like Lucy
We are very proud of

BISS Ch Riverview Hylan Shotru What’s the Rush

and

MBISS GCHS CH Blackboots Pardon Me Boyz

Being awarded the

top producing

sire & dam of the year

Together they produced

5 champions

in their first litter!

- CH. Hylan Shotru Riverview Pardon My Rush “Danny”
- CH. Hylan Shotru Riverview Rush to The Party “Peanut”
- CH. Riverview Hylan Shotru Time To Party Boyz “Madeline”
- CH. Riverview Hylan Shotru Boyz Need a Stetson “Stetson”
- CH. Riverview Hylan Shotru Don’t Rush Me Boyz “Millie”

Among them AOM Westminster winner Winners & Reserve Dog at the National & Best puppy at the national

When good breeders work together great things can be accomplished! Thank you to all our partners who help make this happen.

Hylan ShoTru Riverview Lhasa Apsos Pat Keen Fernandes, Polly Naumann and Joao Machado hylanshotruhomestead.com